Grid Worksurface Tether Bracket Installation Instructions - UMTB
Bits Required:
Phillips

The easiest way to install these tether brackets is by loosely installing the UZSCREWW screw through the tether bracket and attaching UZWNUTA nut so that the end of the screw is no more than flush with the back of the nut. Do this with all 4 screws as shown in Figure A.

This will allow enough movement so that you may install the UZWNUTA's into the two slots in the bottom rail of the Grid frame. Do this by placing the bottom 2 nuts in the bottom slot first and slowly tilt the bracket while arranging the top 2 nuts to slip into the top slot.

Once all 4 nuts are in the slots, screw the 4 screws into the nuts so that you can still slide the bracket along the bottom rail. Move the bracket to desired location and with the Phillips bit tighten the 4 screws.

Once all the brackets are located, place worksurface with front legs attached onto the tether brackets. Locate top in desired location and attach bracket to worksurface with SCREW1 as shown in Figure B.